Quality
- tried and tested
Facade cladding with photo voltaic cells is basically constructed as any other PV
panel. The only difference is the finishing and coating of the front glass along with
the mounting system that is based on recognised and proven technology and components that have been thoroughly tested.
Our high quality low-iron glass is finished on the front to create the desired reflectivity or surface texture and coated on the back with a PVD coating or glass based
frit to create the desired colors and patterns. As the butterfly’s wings create colors
without pigments, our PVD coatings have the unique capability to allow most of the
light through to generate electricity while at the same time creating a dynamic and
colorful reflection by returning only specific wavelengths depending on the light’s
incident of reflection.
The photo voltaic cells we use are always the best performing cells available commercially, and currently this is HJT or PERC Mono c-Si cells, but we have a range
of options to fit individual project requirements from half-cut cells to multi-crystalline
cells. The use of high quality cells in our facade cladding makes it one of the highest performing on the market providing up to 185 Wp per squaremeter, making
Net-Zero possible without externalising the energy production.
The system is extensively tested to ensure strength and endurance. The tests are
based on the DS/EN 1991-1,-3 and -4 (Eurocodes for wind and snow load, as well
as accompanying national annexes). We continuously test components and the
system as part of local approvals to insure compliance.
Solarlabs production is entirely in Europe and our experienced and well trained
production staff ensures that every component, panel and assembly leaving our
factories is tested and compliant. Both production and products are certified in accordance with international standards, and are inspected by TÜV at yearly inspections to ensure compliance with IEC EN 61215, IEC EN 61730-1,-2, IEC EN 62716
Ed.1, IEC EN 61701, IEC TS 62804-1 (PID resistance).
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BIPV is key to
sustainable architecture
Buildings and their construction account for 36% of the global energy use and
39% percent of the CO2 emissions, but according to the IPCC the resource consumption of buildings can be reduced by 46%. The EU, California and many other
governments around the world has therefore made it an obligation that building of
the future must be Net-Zero.
Energy producing facades have a great role in achieving this by replacing traditional rain-screens and freeing up roofs for rain absorbing greens and activities. BIPV
facades also has the added benefit that energy production coincides with load
patters as moders energy efficient and well sealed houses with large windows will
need to continuously ventilation for health and comfort.
Under Danish conditions, the BIPV facade will recoup the energy and CO2 investment of its creation in just 2 to 3 years, and during its expected 60 to 80 year
lifespan the panels will continue to produce carbon free energy. Add to this the
energy and CO2 saved by eliminating the production of the bricks, concrete or
metal facade replaced by the BIPV and the ROI calculation only gets better. Unique
to BIPV as a building material, is the fact that it pays for itself and continues to
contribute for many years.
SolarLab produces and assembles all its systems in Europe using state-of-the-art
machines and sustainable energy from hydro, sun and wind. Sourcing high quality
materials and components locally with a high recycled content we further aim to
minimise transport distances and waste. This has a large impact on LCA, CO2 footprint and Energy PayBack Time (EPBT) as our facades and panel have 2-3 times
lower LCA than Asian products produced with fossile energy.
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Design freedom
SolarLabs energy producing facade system replaces a traditional rain-screen and
provides the building’s facade. Each facade is tailor made providing extensive design freedom in dimensions, shapes, finish and colours. This architecturally aesthetic and attractive product is supplied as a complete solution and can be mounted
by any contractor with experience in facade installation and connected by electricians with regular PV experience.
Due to our use of high performance HJT or PERC mono c-Si PV cells, the system
is passively ventilated to keep the cells cool as production decreases with higher
temperatures of the cells. This ventilation 50 mm gap is our minimum build height
and the maximum is around 350 mm. The PC cells are square impose a modularity
to the design of panels, but we can always just add glass to meet size requirements
in a project. Our preferred minimum panel size is 360 mm, but no larger than 3600
mm to a side and we generally find that panels around 2000 mm by 1400 mm work
really well in production and during installation as the weight and proportions allows single operator installation. The weight is around 13 kg per square meter, fully
installed.
The wide range of solutions and project specific customisations to finish, texture,
colours, character and mounting makes the cost dependent on the complexity of
the facade and the installation conditions, but is generally between 450 and 650
Euro per square meter as a complete turn-key solution. These prices are based on
a 1000 squaremeter facade with 30% inactive panels fully installed and including
both electrical system and commissioning.
The system consists of 3 primary components; an outer skin of durable glass, supported by a mounting system made from aluminium as well as the electrical inverter
and control systems. All these provide flexibility to design the right solution for each
project. We support with design and engineering experience thought out the realisation process, so the sooner SolarLab is involved the better we can support and
de-risk the design intent.
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